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Academic Technology Committee  
  

MINUTES OF MEETING: 11/6/2020 APPROVED BY COMMITTEE: 12/4/20 
Submitted Exec. Committee: _____  Approved by Exec. Committee: _______ 
Submitted Academic Senate: _____  Approved by Academic Senate: _______ 
 

ATC Members Present: Chris Sales (Chair), Mauro Carassai, Kavya Dhyasani, Ovande Furtado, Tomo 
Hattori, Eric Hu, Brad Jackson, Joel Krantz, Nicole Shibata, Cheryl Van Buskirk, Jenn Wolfe; Excused: Elise 
Fenn; Absent: Isabella O'Brien; Permanent Guest: Allan Chen; Executive Secretary: Ron Philip; Recording 
Secretary: Celene Valenzuela; Guests: Ryan Conlogue, Karin Crowhurst, Helen Heinrich, Takiya Moore, 
Paul Schantz 
 
1. Announcements  
 

a. IT Survey Data and Infographics – Ron Philip shared that the Annual Information Technology 
Survey reports and infographics for Faculty, Staff, and Students can be viewed online on the IT 
Survey webpage.  

 
2. Previous Action Items  

 
a.    Cheat sheet recommendations for core academic technology tools e.g., Canvas, Zoom etc. – 

Chris Sales stated that there have been a significant number of technology tools that have been 
purchased for the benefit of faculty and students for this academic year.  It would be ideal to 
have feedback on best practice guidance shared. Ron Philip added that during the October 
meeting committee members agreed to aggregate a list of technology specific questions or 
challenges that have come up frequently. This list will help with the creation of succinct cheat 
sheets that help address these, which can then be distributed broadly. Chris Sales added that as 
the committee moves forward this academic year there will be opportunities to focus on specific 
virtual teaching and learning topics and tools, inclusive of pertinent feedback received via 
surveys. 
 
Ron Philip added that there was also a previous discussion on the creation of a Canvas course 
template that could be made available for those who would like to adopt it.  Takiya Moore 
showcased a CSUN Canvas course template prototype, its varied sections and baseline modules. 
All facets of the Canvas course template focus on course quality assurance. Kavya Dhyasani 
stated that it is extremely helpful to have a Zoom sidebar, instead of having to copy a Zoom link 
onto a browser address bar. Jenn Wolfe stated that templates are very helpful for faculty as it is 
very time-consuming to create a course and maintain it. Mauro Carassai inquired on how to use 
the Zoom sidebar with courses that have Zoom links that require a passcode. Takiya Moore 
stated that faculty can use Zoom links with embedded passcodes or set a standard passcode to 
share with students that are relevant and easy to remember. 
 

3. Approval of Minutes – The minutes from the October 2, 2020 meeting were approved.  
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4. Chair’s Report 
 

a. Faculty Senate Update – Chris Sales shared that at the October Faculty Senate meeting there 
was a discussion on the feedback on revisions to the Executive Order on CSU General Education 
requirements that focus on ethnic studies. There was an ongoing discussion on the Statewide 
Academic Senate CSU report and the appointment of Dr. Erika Beck as the incoming President of 
California State University, Northridge. Chris Sales added that there was also a Faculty Senate 
resolution and statement in solidarity with the Armenians of CSUN and the Republic of Artsakh. 
 

b. Advisory Committee on Academic Technology (ACAT) Update – Ron Philip shared that the 
discussion at the ACAT meeting was centered around the planning for the Spring 2021 semester 
based on feedback received during the Spring 2020 and Fall 2020 semesters. There was also 
discussion on the importance of adopting Duo multi-factor authentication. 
 

5. VP/CIO’s Report 
 
a. Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) Conversation – Ron Philip stated that 

CSUN is accredited through the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). WASC 
encourages continuous institutional improvement and assures the membership and its 
constituencies, including the public, that accredited institutions are fulfilling their missions in 
service to their students and the public good. The WASC Accreditation process occurs every 10 
years, with CSUN last having its accreditation affirmed in 2012.  In preparation for creating an 
institutional report that is due on July 2021, with guidance from the Provost Office, the CSUN 
WASC Steering Committee is obtaining feedback from various CSUN stakeholder groups on their 
perceptions of the University's progress since the last accreditation cycle as well as perspectives 
on where the University needs to move forward in the next ten years. 
 
Ron Philip shared that CSUN's last reaffirmation process was in 2012, and requested the 
committee provide feedback on their perception of how CSUN has been doing since, identifying 
the institutions’ primary areas of success, and primary areas of challenge? In addition, what areas 
would they like to see CSUN change over the next 10 years, and how can CSUN improve the 
student experience? 
 
Chris Sales stated that as a long-time part-time faculty, he strongly believes that there has been 
an improvement in the focus on the University's graduation rate. Joel Krantz stated that as it 
relates to assessment, he is an assessment liaison in charge of assessment data for the past seven 
years. Previously, faculty were provided release time to gather assessment information from 
their college towards an assessment report. However, due to the current budget realities this 
release time is not available at this time. Cheryl Van Buskirk added that instead of having one 
person in each college collect the data, it might be better to ask each faculty to upload their 
assessment information to a centralized aggregation location. Chris Sales shared that the 
University continuously tries to improve and transform first-generation student educational 
opportunities. There has also been a great focus on highlighting younger faculty as this infuses 
new perspectives, inclusive of technology exposure, as the institution moves forward. Chris Sales 
stated that the University has been creative and judicious in the face of challenges and he is 
optimistic of the University’s ability to face the significant challenges in front of us today. 
 
Ron Philip stated that committee members are welcome to share any additional feedback by 
November 20, 2020. 
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b. AVP of Academic Technology – Ron Philip shared that AVP for Academic Technology, Allan 
Chen, has accepted a position at the California Institute for the Arts.  Ron wished Allan well in 
his new role and thanked him for his leadership overseeing the work of the Academic 
Technology, Universal Design Center, Data Analytics and Help Center teams during this period 
of profound challenge and change.  Ron shared that Allan will be with us until through 
November 17th; between now and then he will continue to assist us to ensure continuity for 
the team members he leads and the projects he is managing. Ron shared that Dr. Helen 
Heinrich has kindly agreed to assume the AVP for Academic Technology role on an interim 
basis, effective November 18th.  Helen has worked at CSUN for more than 15 years holding 
several leadership positions in the library and information technology.  She brings experience 
working with colleagues in IT and across the University and has an understanding of the 
support needs of the faculty.  Her immediate focus will be to collaborate with faculty and 
colleagues in Academic Affairs and other campus groups in order to continue to provide 
exemplary academic technology services and support for the faculty this semester and to 
prepare for the upcoming Spring semester. 

 
c. ATC Faculty Survey Update – Allan Chen shared that the CSUN as One Assessment workgroup 

incorporated the ATC survey questions in its survey to all faculty. The survey was sent to all 
faculty and closed on October 30th. An additional survey is planned to be sent to students. 

 
 

6. Discussion Topics 
 
a. Virtual Instruction & Learning - How is it going? Ideas to inform continued investment decision 

making – Chris Sales stated that the committee will continue to have this conversation each 
month. Joel Krantz shared that Zoom has changed the classroom dynamics. Student participation 
has decreased over time. Nonetheless, a positive aspect of online teaching is that faculty are 
finding new ways to engage and teach students. Jenn Wolfe shared that most of her students 
keep their cameras on and are actively engaged. Also, with the virtual environment, office hours 
are more utilized than ever before. Ron Philip shared that at some point in the next semester the 
University, on an institutional level and at a College level, will need to make decisions on contract 
renewals associated with software tools that are necessary to effectively enhance instructional 
delivery and student engagement. Most of the recent software that was purchased was done 
through the CARES Act funding. The University will need to consider the adoption level of the 
technology tools and the needs of the campus. Feedback from the committee will play a vital 
role in this process. 
 

b. Training needs in preparation for the Spring 2021 semester - Ron Philip shared that the faculty 
survey feedback will help discuss training needs in greater depth. This information should be 
available prior to the December meeting.  

 
c. Intellectual Property - Karin Crowhurst shared that CSUN's current intellectual property policy is 

from 2001. Technology and teaching have changed since then. Karin Crowhurst stated that she 
is currently the Chair of the Research and Grants Committee and this committee is working on 
proposed policy updates related to more detailed rights that faculty or students would have on 
copyrights. Ron Philip stated that in a previous conversation, the committee had inquired about 
the intellectual property rights associated with instructional content that is created in Canvas.  
Karin Crowhurst shared that course materials, including syllabi, belong to the author, unless 
there is extraordinary institutional support that has gone into its creation. Based on the current 
policy, other faculty can use course content with the agreement of the creator of the content. 
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Karin Crowhurst stated that the Research and Grants Committee will be meeting the week of 
November 19th and that all are welcome to submit their thoughts and suggestions for the 
proposed new policy. 

 
 

7. Roundtable – none.  
 

8. Policy – none.  
 
9. New Business – none.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:15 p.m. 
 
 
 




